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Creative reading assignment - reflection

 The creative reading course was always going to be a challenge for 
me with my dyslexia.  I struggle writing words that make sense for other 
people without severe grooming.  I loose little words like "the" and word 
endings can be muddled, but I think Poetry can forgive this. It is something 
for me to explore as I love getting lost in the dictionary and thesaurus, with 
their flow of poetic definitions of the word I can not spell and reassurance 
you're on the right lines.  I had a go at some creative writing to express 
such angst! 

Cymbals of letters clash into poetical torture devices of assonance, 
consonance and alliteration. 

Symbolising the dyslexia struggle with sharp-witted non illiterate 
vices. 

Calmed only by an ancient stegosaurus symbiotic balm of dictionary 
and thesaurus.

One of the reasons for me to study art is to help explore different 
ways to communicate with people that isn't controlled by grammar and 
snobbery around sentence structures. Maybe I should be more confident 
and think that I have evolved beyond archetypal literate ways of the 
academics? Or perhaps I should promote dyslexia as postmodernism? I 
still need to accept that I am dyslexic, as many people are, and remember 
that the brains of Humans haven't had much time evolving to read little 
black letter symbols to aid communication with each other.

In thinking about the textual revolution and that the majority of the 
worlds population only became literate in the last one hundred years or so, 
it is a concern that people are almost illiterate again as they can not write 
computer code.  I hope artists will ask questions and challenge who has 
the power to control people through access to programming computer 
systems. 
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I enjoyed thinking about the structure of stories, heroes journey and 
character types, it is useful to have these pointed out as they are very 
familiar given their bases in hundreds of years of story telling.  I might 
retake the quiz I did to determine which character type you are, I was 
hoping for explorer, creator, sage or something else rather than the hippy 
innocent I turned out to be!     

I was surprised by just how much interpretation can be made from 
conducting a close reading of 100 - 200 words.  This is encouraging as I 
am interested in exploring illustration with short text in the future.

I found writing the close reading assignment arduous, it took a long 
time to order my thoughts appropriately to reflect my learning gained 
through the course.  I think it got bogged down and lost some of my lighter 
thoughts.

I'm really pleased to have been reintroduced to poetry and can see 
there's a connection with poetry for me to explore further. I think the 
reading course has helped open my eyes to the beauty that other people 
can see in the patterns of written letters and it has encouraged me to have 
some fun trying to tie together torturous literacy devices!     
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